Answering Questions Using (APE):
Answer, Prove, Extend

**Answer the Question:**

-> Directly answer questions like:
   - who, what, where, why, when, how
   - use the word “because” to explain/summarize/agree/disagree

**Prove your Point:**

-> Use examples, proof, quotations to support your answer:
   - I know this because ...
   - An example of this is ...
   - When the author states ... it implies ...

**Extend your Answer:**

-> Provide connections between your answer and the real world, other texts you have read, and your experiences
   - You should use at least one of the following:

  **Text to Self**
  - That makes me think of the time when ...
  - I can relate ...
  - I also felt/ thought/ saw ...

  **Text to Text**
  - this part is just like ...
  - I read another book ...

  **Text to World**
  - this reminds me of ...
  - I know about this ...
  - I have learned ...